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Introduction 
Parasitic capacitances become a performance constraint for ultra-
scaled technologies. In this work we present a unified solution to 
quickly evaluate capacitances on Bulk-Si, FDSOI, planar double gate 
(DG) [4] and FinFET [5] devices. Our model is accurate, ready-to-use 
for architecture comparison and easily adaptable for other 
structures such as QW transistors. In contrast to previous works on 
planar devices [1-3], gate-to-contact capacitance and corner 
capacitance are accurately modeled, quantum effects are taken into 
account thanks tabulated data, and inner fringe capacitance 
screening is physically implemented. Concerning FinFET, every 
parasitic components have been modeled. Finally, all models, 
including FINFET, have been validated by 2-3D numerical 
simulations and were used to evaluate parasitics impact following 
ITRS-roadmap requirement. 

 Parasitic capacitances modeling on planar architecture 
In order to model capacitances for planar architecture (Fig 1), we 
use the classical parallel plate equations for Cgc, Cov, Cpcca and 
conformal mapping approach [6] for Cof, Cif, Cpccatop (capacitance 
between top of the gate and contact) and Ccorner (capacitance due to 
gate extension on STI) evaluation, which are composed of elliptical 
electric field lines. Conformal mapping consists in transforming the 
initial cartesian coordinate system (x,y) in an elliptical one (x’,y’) by 
applying the transformation function given in [7]: 

 F�x�jy���x'�jy'�     where         F�arcos 

After some mathematical operation fringe capacitance C1 per unit of 
width can be calculated as a plate one in the new coordinate system, 
where (x1,x2,y1,y2) are described on fig 2 : 
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To model capacitance in the region for x<x1 and y<y1, we use the 
following equation, given by [4]: C2�0.35 εoxW2π ln� πW&|x1²‐y1²| �,         with W: device width  

Consequently, the total fringe capacitance is calculated by 
C=W.C1+C2, after properly replacing (x1,x2,y1,y2). Knowing oxide 
thickness (tox), gate length (L), device width (W), gate-to-contact 
distance (considered here as spacer thickness (tsp)), and gate height 
(Hg), all fringe capacitances can be calculated (in bulk for Cof, we 
have to set (x1,x2,y1,y2)=(tox,Hg,0,tsp)). To validate this model, 2D 
numerical simulations have been performed with FlexPDE [8] 
software. From extracted potential maps we remark that flat 
component of Cpcca has to be corrected in subtracting from gate 
height the distance where iso-potential surface are elliptical. We 
estimate this dimension to be the half of the gate-to-contact distance 
(fig 3). After this correction model gives a good agreement with 
numerical simulation (fig. 4, 5). 
To model Ccorner, conformal mapping has to be adapted for each 
component because of their 3D nature (fig.6). For the CcornerSD 
component, we divided the gate extension in n slices and applied 
conformal mapping on each, after that we sum the n elementary 
capacitances. We repeat this operation for Ccornercontact and 

Ccornercontacttop. CcornerG can be modelled with classical conformal 
mapping. 3D simulation has been performed with Raphael software 
[9] to validate the model (Fig 7, 8). Top of table 1 summarizes 
equations to evaluate parasitic on bulk devices, which can easily be 
adapted to FDSOI and planar DG. 

Parasitic capacitances modeling on 3D architecture 
To evaluate parasitic capacitances on a FINFET device (fig 1 
bottom), we use the same methodology as in the planar case. Fringe 
capacitance between the fin and the gate through the spacer Cfingate 
is divided in 4 components (Fig. 1 right), which can be also modeled 
thanks to conformal mapping by a similar method than for Cof. The 
capacitance between raised S/D and the gate (Cgateepi ) is a parallel 
plate capacitor and is modeled by the same method than Cpcca in the 
planar case, with the similar correction explained on fig 3. Then Cgc, 
Cov, Cif, Cpcca and Ccorner are evaluated as in the planar case. All 
equations are summarized at the bottom of table 1. The model is 
validated by 3D simulations done with Raphael software (fig. 9, 10). 

Parasitics Evaluation in the ITRS Roadmap 
Following ITRS roadmap projection [10], we evaluate capacitances 
for Bulk, FDSOI, planar DG and FinFET until 2021 in the Low 
Standby Power case. From gate length (L), contacted poly pitch 
(CPP), film or junction thickness (Tsi or Xj) and EOT, we estimate all 
dimensions for all devices: width (W) is assumed to be 3xCPP, 
spacer thickness (tsp) to (CPP-L)/3, gate height (Hg) to 2xL, gate 
extension (Wext) to L and overlap to L/4. For FinFET, specific 
dimensions are needed: fin height (Hsi) is assumed to be 3xTsi, hard 
mask thickness (Tmask) is equal to Tsi, fin pitch (FP) to (Hsi + Tsi) and 
Nfin to W/FP. Figure 11 shows the comparison of total capacitance 
(Cpar+Cgc, where Cpar= Cov+Cof+Cif+Cpcca+Ccorner) normalized by Cgc 
between ITRS data and our evaluation. We can see that parasitics 
weight and their evolution with scaling are under-estimated by the 
current ITRS methodology. In addition, we compared planar DG to 
FinFETs in term of parasitics and found that planar DG presents a 
better Ctot/Cgc ratio. Since their electrostatic will be similar, planar 
DG seems to be a competitive solution to reach best performance to 
the end of roadmap. 

Toward circuit benchmarking 
To perform more sophisticated circuit performance assessment, 
capacitances have to be modeled with their voltage dependency. 
Junction capacitance is evaluated with the classical equation, given 
in [1]. For gate capacitance, we use a tabulated model [11]. Charge-
Potential Q(ψ) data are generated thanks UTOX [12] for all 
architectures and C(V) curves are re-built from this data. So we 
guarantee the accuracy of a Poisson Schrödinger solver and the 
rapidity of an analytical model. This approach has been validated by 
silicon measurements (Fig 12). In a first approximation, inner-
fringing capacitance has been considered constant. But in reality, as 
mentioned in previous work [3] Cif is roughly negligible in 
accumulation and inversion regime due to screening (because 
source and drain are connected) and reach its maximum in 
depletion regime. To model the screening, we use the method 
describe by Fleury et al.  [13]. 

Cif"Vg$� CifmaxCox2"Cox�Cgc "Vg$‐Cmin$2�Cifmax "Cgc"Vg$‐Cmin$ 

Fig. 13 shows the good agreement of analytical model and 
numerical simulation done with FlexPDE. 

Conclusion 
In this paper, we present accurate and easily implementable 
capacitance models for the evaluation of parasitics in advanced 
CMOS technologies such as scaled Bulk, FDSOI, FinFET and Planar 
Double Gate. In addition, compatibility with circuit simulator is 
ensured by using continuous CV curves and the screening of the 
inner fringe capacitance. 
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Planar capacitances equations: Cof� 2π  Wεspacer sinh‐1 @ &minof ²�2 tox minoftox B �0.35 εspacer Wπ ln Cπ WtoxD  , where minof�min"Hg, tsp$  

 Cifmax� 2π  W εsi sinh‐1 @ &minif ²�2 tox minif ²tox B �0.35 εsi Wπ ln Cπ WtoxD    , where minif�min CL2 , XjD  
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FINFET capacitances equations: 
 C| � 2 H}~N�~� "��oa���$������           C�� � 2 H}~N�~� L�� ������ �  N�~�T}~L| �������� 

C~���� � 2 a�  N�~�H}~ε}~ sinhop H, C���r D²ua ��� ���r��� I � 2 N�~�0.35 ε}~ ���� ln Cπ ������D  
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Cg�inside� 2 2π  N�in Hsi εspacer sinh‐1 H, tminside²�2tminsidetoxtox I � 2 N�in0.35 Hsiπ εspacer ln Cπ HsitoxD  

Cg�intop� 2π  N�in Tsi εspacer sinh‐1 H, tmintop²�2 tmintoptmasktmask I �2 N�in0.35 Tsiπ εspacer ln Cπ TsitmaskD  
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Cg�in¯������ 2π  2 N�in  Tsi  2 εbox sinh‐1 H, tsp²�2 tsptoxtox I �2 N�in0.35 Tsi2 π εspacer ln Cπ Tsi2 toxD  

Cg�in�Cg�intop�C|�incorner�Cg�inside�Cg�inbottom  

 

Table 1 : capacitances equations summary 
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Figure 1: Schematic cross section of studied devices and their parasitic 
capacitances: from left to right: bulk, FDSOI, planar DG and FINFET. 

 

Figure 2: Conformal 
mapping coordinate 
system. 

Figure 3: Potential 
map generated 
by FlexPDE 

 

Figure 4:  Parasitic capacitances for 
planar architecture for tsp variation 
with tox=2nm and Hg=80nm. 

 Figure 5: Parasitic capacitances for 
planar architecture for Hg variation with 
tox=2nm and tsp=20nm. 

Figure 6: Ccorner components 

 

 

 
 

Wext=70nm 
Cs = 30 nm 

Analytical 
Ccorner (F) 

Numerical 
Ccorner (F) 

L=46nm 1.30e-17 1.37e-17 

L=406nm 5.21e-17 5.21e-17 

L=790nm 8.63e-17 9.66e-17 
 

Figure 8: Ccorner model 
validation by 3D simulation 
for various L. 

Figure 9:  FINFET 
3D-simulation kit Figure 7: Ccorner 3D 

simulation kit. 

  
Figure 10: Parasitic capacitances for 
FINFET architecture for spacer 
thickness variation with tox=2nm, 
Hg=80nm, Tsi=10nm, Hsi=30nm. 

Figure 11: Ctot/Cgc versus year for 
ITRS data and our evaluation. 

  

Figure 12: Gate capacitance model 
validation with a long (L=10µm) C45 
bulk device measurement. 

Figure 13: Inner fringe capacitance 
versus gate voltage for a bulk device. 
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